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Summary

 Demand for emerging 

technologies can be 

influenced by the adoption 

decisions of peers

 We evaluate two new 

questions on the role of 

influence in solar adoption: 

1) how does influence vary 

across income levels; and 

2) does influence operate 

across different customer 

types?

Peer influence affects household rooftop solar 
adoption decisions at all income levels.

Key findings:

Photo by Dennis Schroeder, NREL 45243

Influence is stronger within income groups 
(e.g., low-income influence on low-income 
adoption decisions) than across income 
groups.

Solar installations on non-residential buildings 
influence residential adoption decisions, 
including commercial buildings, government 
buildings, schools, and houses of worship



More detailed information is available in the publications

https://emp.lbl.gov/publications/impact

s-non-residential-solar
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What drives rooftop solar adoption?

5

Most research focuses on personal incentives using a 

rational actor model



What drives rooftop solar adoption?

An alternative approach explores how social or “peer” 

influence drives rooftop solar adoption decisions
6



Research questions
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 Study 1: Does peer influence operate at all income levels,  

and could differences in peer influence partly explain 

differences in adoption rates across income levels?

 Study 2: Do non-residential installations influence residential 

adoption decisions?

Photo by Werner Slocum, NREL 66322
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Study #1

Peer influence across 

household income levels 

8



Background: Solar diffusion
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 Rooftop solar, like other emerging 

technologies, has become more 

equitable over time 

 Still, to date, low- and moderate-

income (LMI) households are 

underrepresented among rooftop solar 

adopters

 Peer influence has primarily driven 

adoption among relatively affluent 

households Share of rooftop solar adopters earning less than 
the U.S. national median income. 

Figure from O’Shaughnessy et al. 2023. Environmental Research Letters 18 024024.



Peer effects modeling

Peer influence can be modeled as a demand shifter:

𝑄𝑗,𝑔 = 𝐷(𝑝, 𝑄≠𝑗,𝑔, 𝑋)

Where:

Qj,g is the demand of individual j in a peer group g

Q≠j,g is the demand of other individuals in the group

The impact of Q≠j,g on Qj,g is known as a peer effect



Study sample
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Inferring adoption dates
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Peer effects across income levels

 Results suggests that 

installations increase the 

probability of adoption by 

around 1.8 percentage 

points (all income levels)

 Peer effects are 

significantly smaller among 

LMI households (defined 

here as <100% area 

median income)
13



Peer effects within and across income groups

Peer effects are stronger within 

income groups (e.g., LMI on 

LMI) than across income 

groups

14



Peer effects relative to background adoption rates

 Weaker LMI peer 

effects partly reflect 

lower background 

adoption rates

 Controlling for 

differences in 

background adoption 

rates partly, but not 

fully, accounts for 

differences in peer 

effects

15



What explains weaker LMI peer effects?

 Weaker LMI peer effects mean that peer influence is less 

likely to translate to LMI adoptions, not necessarily that 

influence is less important to LMI household decision-making

 Peer influence may prime LMI households to consider 

adoption, but influence alone does not address other barriers, 

such as budget constraints

16



Why is peer influence stronger within income groups?

 The result that peer effects are stronger within income groups 

is consistent with theoretical and empirical work on influence: 

individuals are more strongly influenced by the actions of 

peers with whom they more closely identify

 LMI solar interventions could potentially leverage this fact, 

such as by “seeding” LMI adoption in low-income areas

17
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Study #2

Social influence across 

customer types

18



Background: Non-residential influence

19

 Rooftop or ground-mounted solar at non-residential sites could 

influence residential adoption decisions

 Influence could be passive (e.g., seeing panels) or active (e.g., 

interactions with customers, constituents, and congregations)



Methods

20



Results: Evidence of influence across all building types
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Results: Sustained influence over time

 Results suggest that 

residential adoption rates 

increase in zip codes with 

non-residential installs

 That influence effect is 

persistent

 The sustained influence 

could reflect compounding 

influence over time: initially 

influenced adoptions go on 

to influence other adoptions

22



Results: Non-residential influence effects comparable to 

residential effects

23
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Conclusions

24



Conclusions

 Peer influence affects solar adoption decisions at all income 

levels

 Peer effects are weaker at lower income levels, though that 

does not necessarily mean that influence is less important

 Peer influence is stronger within than across income groups

 Social influence works across customer types: non-residential 

installations can affect residential adoption decisions

25



Open questions

 What are the mechanisms of social influence in solar 

adoption?

 Could certain non-residential institutions more effectively 

influence residential adoption than other institutions?

 How can influence-driven adoption be leveraged and 

optimized?

26
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Study #1 Data

 Rooftop PV adopter data compiled by the Lawrence Berkeley 

Lab (provided by BuildZoom)

 The data set comprises 801,534 records on households that 

adopted rooftop PV from 2010-2020 which could be matched 

to modeled household-level income estimates

 Peer groups defined as Census tracts

 Our full data set comprises 82,867,232 tract-day observations

30



Identification of peer effects

 Bollinger & Gillingham (B&G)* developed an approach for 

identifying peer effects in the context of rooftop PV 

adoption

 B&G show that PV peer effects can be identified through 

a fixed effects model regressing adoption decisions on the 

installed base:

𝑎𝑔𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑏𝑔𝑡 + 𝑋𝛾𝑔𝑡 + 𝜖𝑔𝑡

 Under certain verifiable conditions, 𝛽 provides a robust 

estimate of peer effects

31* Bollinger & Gillingham. 2012. Marketing Science 31(6):900-912.



In case you’re curious…

 A system installed is the outcome of an adoption decision, and an 

installation date is just an adoption date plus some lag

 The B&G peer effects model regresses adoption on a lagged version 

of itself:

𝑎𝑔𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑎𝑔𝑡−𝑙 + 𝑋𝛾𝑔𝑡 + 𝜖𝑔𝑡

 Where t-l refers to the adoption decision date, and l represent the lag 

(in days between an adoption and an installation

 Serial autocorrelation is a concern in this model. As a result, B&G 

demonstrate that identification requires the assumption that the lag (l) 

exceeds the order of autocorrelation, in which case autocorrelation 

does not bias the peer effect estimator
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Approach #2: Continuous probabilities
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Summary Statistics
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Peer effects: Full sample
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Peer effects across income levels
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Peer effects across and within income groups
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Study #2 Data

 Non-residential systems

LBL’s Tracking the Sun data set identifies 35,526 non-residential PV 

installations from 2010-2021, including systems installed on 

commercial buildings (N=23,975), government buildings (N=3,989), 

and schools (N=2,089)

We also identified systems installed on houses of worship based on 

data from Interfaith Power & Light and the Department of Homeland 

Security (N=1,329)

 Residential system data comes from BuildZoom 

(N=1,449,189)



Study #2 Methods

 We use staggered difference-in-differences to measure 

temporal changes in residential adoption rates after non-

residential system installations (see paper for complete 

description of Methods)

 We implement the analysis at the zip code-quarter level:

The “treatment” is a non-residential installation, the 

treatment group comprises zip codes with non-residential 

systems from 2010-2021

The “control” group comprises zip codes without non-

residential systems from 2010-2021
39


